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INTRODUCTION 
A lexicographer normally investigates a set of miscellaneous texts. A 
philologist usually concentrates on only one – preferably literary – work. 
Whereas the lexicographer’s goal is a linguistic description and a 
semantic interpretation of all words in his material, the philologist is 
working towards full comprehension of “his” text, and usually tries to 
reconstruct its autograph. 
 The basic assumption of the lexicographer is: the text as such must 
be correct. Not so for the philologist: he always wonders whether the 
text is correct. So the lexicographer assumes that the writer or copyist 
wanted to put down linguistically correct statements, whereas the 
philologist tries to find out whether the copyist has intentionally or 
unintentionally changed the original text and its meaning. 
 If we have not yet been able to convince you of the incompatibility 
of the two, we will try to do so by adding another very important 
difference arising from the above-mentioned divergent principles: 
because the lexicographer does not have easy access to the manuscripts 
himself, he prefers to make use of diplomatic editions, whereas 
philologists nowadays normally prepare critical ones. This leads to a 
paradoxical situation. For his edition, the philologist uses dictionaries 
that are often based on a relatively high number of old and/or unreliable 
editions. He will also rely upon linguistic handbooks, which are based 
on these dictionaries and will therefore occasionally contain faulty 
citations or reconstructions. In this way, it is not unlikely that in new 
critical editions errors will have crept in. As again these editions will 
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probably be used as material for new dictionaries, more corrupted words 
and phrases will crop up. 
 In 1933 the famous Dutch archivist Willem De Vreese wrote a 
paper called “Paradox over den grooten nood der Nederlandsche 
Philologie” (Paradox on the Great Need of Dutch Philology).1 In it he 
gave a rather depressing description of the paradoxical situation for the 
Middle Dutch language. In his view the source material of the 
Middelnederlandsch Woordenboek (Dictionary of Middle Dutch) by 
Jacob Verdam and Eelco Verwijs (published between 1885 and 1929) is 
approximately 80 per cent unreliable (p. 169). Therefore, all kinds of 
mistakes have caused a considerable amount of misconceptions 
concerning the Middle Dutch language. He therefore urgently proposed 
to re-edit the majority of the already published texts or at least collate as 
many of the old editions as possible, there-to following very strict and 
uniform rules (p. 175). Unfortunately, the Corpus Collationum did not 
get airborne. More than thirty years later professor Ria Jansen-Sieben 
looked back at De Vreese’s paper in her inaugural lecture “Is De Vreeses 
paradox nog actueel?” (Does the paradox of De Vreese still exist?).2 She 
had to conclude that not much had changed, since the editors stayed with 
the old critical principles and refused to make diplomatic editions, 
thereby, as Jansen-Sieben puts it, only corrupting the existing material 
even more. 
 In this paper we want to take a look at the current situation in 
Belgium and in the Netherlands. Is the lexicographer of the 
computerised nineties still haunted by this paradox? First we will give a 
short description of the dictionary we are compiling. Then we will try to 
give a survey of the most frequent errors we encountered in the editions 
we use for our dictionary. Finally, we will describe the procedure we 
follow when dealing with corrupt material, while elaborating on the 
differences between the lexicographical approach and that of the 
traditional philologist. 

 
1 W. de Vreese, “Paradox over den grooten Nood der Nederlandsche 

Philologie”. (1933). In: W. de Vreese, Over handschriften en handschriftenkunde. Tien 
codicologische studiën bijeengebracht, ingeleid en toegelicht door P.J.H. Vermeeren 
(Zwolle, 1962), pp. 142-178. 

2 R. Jansen-Sieben, “Is De Vreeses paradox nog actueel?” In: Tijdschrift van de 
Vrije Universiteit te Brussel 12 (1969-1970), pp. 1-14. 
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SOURCES 
At the Institute for Dutch Lexicology in Leiden we are compiling the 
Vroegmiddelnederlands Woordenboek (Dictionary of Early Middle 
Dutch), together with two other colleagues. We have had ten years 
(1988-1998) to complete the dictionary, and we have developed a fully 
computerised system to do the work with. The source material of the 
Dictionary of Early Middle Dutch consists of all extant Dutch 
manuscripts written in the thirteenth century. This means that charters as 
well as literary texts and lexicographic material are included. Thirteenth-
century works that have come down to us in manuscripts from a later 
date are excluded from the description. 
 Most of the thirteenth-century material has been edited 
diplomatically by Maurits Gysseling, in his Corpus van Middel-
nederlandse teksten (tot en met het jaar 1300) (Corpus of Middle Dutch 
Texts (up to and including 1300)), published between 1977 and 1987. 
He did not include some larger texts which were already available in 
reliable editions: a register of lent properties from Limburg (Het oudste 
goederenregister van Oudenbiezen), a gospel harmony (the Liège 
Diatessaron) and the only lexicographic work in our material, a Latin-
Middle Dutch wordlist from Limburg (the Glossarium Bernense).3 The 
first two are available in a critical edition, whereas the wordlist is 
transliterated diplomatically. 

PROBLEMS WHEN WORKING WITH EDITIONS 
The standard of present-day editions has improved considerably. The 
diplomatic editions by Maurits Gysseling are of an extremely high 
quality and the critical editions we need for our dictionary are also very 
acceptable to work with. That does not mean that a lexicographer should 
not be aware of mistakes. 
 Firstly, there are two kinds of printing errors: the errors where the 
printer’s gremlin left printing codes in the final texts, e.g.: 
 Rijmb. 225,12: Hi sbQltene ende was onblide  
    ‘He ? and was unhappy’. 
 where sbQltene should be scaltene:  
    Hi scaltene ende was onblide  
    ‘He reprimanded him and was unhappy’. 
 

3 Cf. for this text T.Schoonheim, “The Vocabulary of the Glossarium Bernense. 
Some aspects of the use of a wordlist as source material for a historical dictionary”. In: 
Amsterdamer Beiträge zur älteren Germanistik 36 (1992), pp. 131-139. 
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or made strings of letters disappear, e.g.: 
Rijmb. 9,7:  DEs .v. daghes versierde god ons here / wende 

lucht. met groeter ere 
  ‘On the fifth day, God, our Lord, created ? air 

with great honour’. 
 where wende should be water ende ‘water and’: 
  DEs .v. daghes versierde god ons here / water 

ende lucht. met groeter ere 
  ‘On the fifth day, God, our Lord, created water 

and air with great honour’. 
These mistakes are very easily discovered and repaired. Typing errors 
however are much more difficult to track down, e.g.: 

Rijmb. 308,8-9: Ja ne weetstu wat dese doe goet. / Hi ne 
profitiserd mi nemmer goet. 

  ‘Indeed, don’t you know what this person does 
right ? He never gives me any positive 
prediction’. 

 where doe goet ‘does right’ should be doet ‘does’: 
  Ja ne weetstu wat dese doet. / Hi ne profitiserd 

mi nemmer goet. 
  ‘Indeed, don’t you know what this person does: 

he never gives me any positive prediction’. 
A more serious problem is the editors’ reading errors. Until now, we 
have only discovered one error in Maurits Gysseling’s diplomatic 
editions, namely: 
 Rijmb. 100,1: Dus wueden si egypten land 
    ‘So they rage ?? Egypt’. 

where wueden ‘(they) rage’ should be roueden ‘(they) ransacked’: 
  Dus roueden si egypten land 
  ‘So they ransacked Egypt’. 
The edition of the Glossarium Bernense however has proved to be less 
than reliable in that particular domain. We are fortunate enough though 
that the text was published together with the photographs of the 
manuscript so that frequent checks enable us to discover and of course to 
correct the mistakes, e.g.: 
 Bern. 149,16: capparis : en bockein 
    ‘caper : a billy goat?’ 
 where bockein ‘billy goat’ should be boemkein ‘small tree’: 
    capparis : en boemkein 
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    ‘caper : a small tree’ 
Then there are the editors’ misinterpretations. Sometimes the 
abbreviation marks used in a manuscript are not interpreted correctly, 
e.g.: 

Rijmb. 92,38: iamnes should be iannes ‘Jannes, a magician and 
opponent of Mozes (2 Tim 3:8)’. 

In critical editions, capital letters can be found in the wrong places, e.g.: 
 Oudenb. 24,8 and 16: anden Herwech ‘along the Roman road’. 
The use of a capital letter in the critical edition strongly suggests that 
this ‘Herwech’ should be interpreted as the name of a certain road, 
which is not all together certain, considering the manuscript, that has 
‘herwech’ without a capital letter, implying that both possibilities are in 
order. Maybe more serious even are unjustly made suggestions for 
emendation, e.g.: 
 Nat.Bl.D 242,30 : zjfius 
This word form should not be altered to ‘xifius’ as it is a legitimate 
spelling variant for Medieval Latin ‘xifius’ < Greek/Latin ‘xiphias’ 
‘swordfish’; e.g.: 
 Bern. 235,6 jnuoluere : in wolken, in welken 
The editors propose as alternative readings ‘in winden’ respectively ‘in 
wenden’ whereas we would simply suggest the possible connection the 
two word-forms have with Middle High German ‘welgen, walgen’ ‘to 
roll’ which is exactly the meaning of Medieval Latin ‘involvere’. The 
Limburg dialect in which the glossary is written displays a lot of German 
influence. 
 There are of course the emendations that are entirely correct from 
the philologist’s point of view but absolutely unnecessary as far as the 
lexicographer is concerned (we will explore that subject matter a little 
further on). A good example of that is Gysseling’s method of working 
when editing literary texts. He does not systematically give all variants 
but in some cases suggests an alternative reading, usually based on one 
of the existing variants, not mentioning however which manuscript the 
alternative reading is based on. 
 It is clear that a lexicographer has to continue to be cautious when 
using text editions. It is only through working with the material that after 
a certain period of time he can ascertain the degree of reliability of the 
editions used. It will however occasionally remain necessary to consult 
the manuscripts themselves. 
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TO EMEND OR NOT TO EMEND? 
Mistakes have to be corrected. Sometimes a lexicographer also has to 
suggest emendations or alternative readings. However, the point of view 
of a lexicographer differs greatly from that of the traditional philologist 
and he judges material from official documents differently from material 
found in literary texts. To go into the latter first: official documents that 
have come down to us are usually autographs or first copies so that it is 
highly unlikely that these texts will contain many mistakes. The official 
documents in our material are the first to be written in the vernacular and 
as they were meant for local use only the language is still highly 
dialectal. Literary texts had to function more regionally so that the 
language was more standardised. Therefore, obscure passages (c.q 
words) in official documents are treated with the utmost caution: it is 
always possible that the lexicographer is confronted with a dialectal 
variant he does not recognise as knowledge of that particular dialect or 
region might be insufficient, e.g.: 
 Corp.I 1080,51:  vergolden den here van totenate 
    ‘paid to the lord of ?’ 
We do not suggest any kind of emendation, hoping one of our readers 
might eventually identify this place name for us.  
 In his Eloge de la variante. Histoire critique de la philologie4 
Bernard Cerquiglini criticises the traditional philologist who considers 
every variant to be a mistake since the aim is to reconstruct the 
autograph of a text. In his essay, he basically points out that variance is 
the most important characteristic of medieval writing and that it is the 
degree of variation which editors should be focused on. Each manuscript 
has a value of its own and displays the joy a medieval scribe had in 
writing in the vernacular. As lexicographers we have a similar attitude 
towards our material in that we always begin our analysis of a word-
form with the assumption that it is correct. Consequently, our attitude 
towards emendations will in some ways differ from that of a regular 
philologist. 
 Both philologist and lexicographer will correct obvious writing 
errors, e.g.: 

 
4 B. Cerquiglini, Eloge de la variante. Histoire critique de la philologie. Paris, 

1989. For a critical reaction cf. K. Busby, “Variance and the Politics of Textual 
Criticism”. In: Towards a Synthesis? Essays on the New Philology. Edited by K. Busby. 
(Amsterdam/Atlanta, 1993), pp. 29-45. 
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 Corp.I 632,32: gheseghet met onsen seghelen 
    ‘said? with our seals’ 
 where gheseghet (said) should be gheseghelt ‘sealed’.  
    gheseghelt met onsen seghelen 
    ‘sealed with our seals’ 
In our dictionary we clearly indicate what was found in the manuscript 
and what should have been written down. In particular mistakes in well-
known proper names can be corrected with a fair amount of certainty, 
e.g.: 

Rijmb. 34,41 Mecodius should be Metodius ‘Methodius of 
Olympus, a Christian author who died ca. 311’. 

Sometimes, for a perfectly normal word or passage, the philologist will 
suggest an alternative reading based on knowledge of the context and the 
history of the text. He has every right to do so. The lexicographer 
however only describes what is actually found in the text and not what 
probably should have been written down, e.g.: 

Nat.Bl.D 394,13-18: Iris die gheliket kerstale (..). / latemenne 
dorscinen vander zonnen / jn een hus (..). / hi sal 
maken thant / enen reghenbode ande want 

  ‘Iris resembles a crystal (..)., whenever in a 
house (..). one lets the sun shine through the 
stone, it will create a ‘messenger of the rain’ on 
the wall. 

Other manuscripts have the variant ‘reghenboghe’ ‘rainbow’. As a 
rainbow could be considered as ‘messenger of the rain’ and Iris is the 
messenger of the Gods, we chose not to emend but to consider this 
‘messenger of the rain’ to be a very poetical variant. At the very most the 
lexicographer will make a remark that perhaps something else was 
originally intended.5 Even whole passages a philologist might consider 
to be corrupt remain uncorrected if the passage is grammatically correct, 
e.g.: 

Rijmb. 294,9-10: Die coninc sprac te sinen wiue. Vercleed v 
kinder 

  ‘The king said to his wife: change your 
children’s clothes’. 

 
5 W.J.J. Pijnenburg, “Lexicografie en de studie van het Middelnederlands”. In: 

De studie van de Middelnederlandse letterkunde: stand en toekomst. Symposium 
Antwerpen 22-24 September 1988. Onder redactie van F.P. van Oostrom en F. 
Willaert. (Hilversum, 1989), pp. 45-54, especially pp. 50-52. 
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Other manuscripts, including the Holy Bible have something like: 
verkeert v cleeder ‘change your clothes’. Again we chose not to emend, 
only to point out the difference.  
 Totally obscure words or passages in a text will be labelled as such 
by the lexicographer but an alternative reading will not always be 
suggested. He might quote the parallel passage in the source text, when 
dealing with a translation, or even give the readings of the other extant 
manuscripts to indicate what might have been the right content. The 
lexicographer will only emend when, supported by the variants or the 
source text, he can propose a reading with the highest degree of 
certainty, e.g.: 

Rein.E 387,13-15: [hoe mochti]c vergetten dis / [dat aldar s]ininit 
(or: [s]imnit ?) die sies / [die valsce p]ennincge 
sloeh 

  ‘How could I forget that over there S...? the 
hound stroke false coins’. 

When consulting the other existing manuscripts of this text we learn that 
‘[s]ininit’ as well as ‘sies’ have different variants: 
 reynout de ries ‘Reynout the fool’ 
 symon die sies ‘Simon the hound’ 
 Symonet die rike vriess ‘Simonet the rich Frisian’ and 
 Pater simonet die vriese ‘Father Simonet the Frisian’. 
A philologist will probably feel the urge to try and reconstruct what may 
have been written down originally. From a lexicographical point of view 
however, only [s]ininit deserves a reconstruction. To that end, we have 
chosen ‘simonet’ as the most probable reading for our manuscript, as 
this form is graphically closest to [s]ininit (or [s]imnit). 

CONCLUSION 
Summarising: the quality of the lexicographer’s work depends on 
personal knowledge and ability to value the knowledge and skills of the 
editor of the source material. 
 The source material of the Dictionary of Early Middle Dutch is of 
much higher quality than that of the Dictionary of Middle Dutch a 
century ago. This implies a greater degree of reliability. However, we 
have to ask ourselves to what extent we can check and correct the 
editions we use as source material. Heinz Antony describes in his article 
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“Korruptel oder Lemma?”6 that his efforts to collate with the manuscripts 
themselves as many questionable readings in the editions on which the 
Mittellateinisches Wörterbuch is based have prolonged the planned period 
in which his dictionary has to be completed considerably. However, to 
complete the Dictionary of Early Middle Dutch we have very limited 
time. We might even ask ourselves whether it is entirely justified to 
withhold the new dictionary from the philologist any longer than 
necessary. The sooner that philologists can make use of the new work of 
lexicographers, the sooner they will be able to produce better editions 
which will again function as material for still better dictionaries. We 
would strongly recommend furnishing diplomatic editions, preferably 
with a list of variant readings. Suggestions for reconstructions should be 
limited to the footnotes, and never be included in the text itself. 
 We hope that in time more and more philologists will begin to 
realise that they personally influence the reliability of the dictionaries and 
handbooks they use. 

 
6 H. Antony, “Korruptel oder Lemma? Die Problematik der Lexikographie auf 

dem Hintergrund der Editoren”. In: Mittellateinisches Jahrbuch 16 (1981), pp. 188-
233. 
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